: Schematic of the ϕJoe integrating plasmid, pCMF92. Locations of the ϕJoe int gene and attP site are indicated along with relevant plasmid features -origin of transfer (OriT), apramycin resistance gene (aac3(IV)) and E. coli replication origin (pUC19 Ori). After integration of the plasmid, the PstI sites shown were used to confirm that integration into the S. coelicolor genome had occurred and to identify the attB sites by recircularization and recovery of the intervening DNA. Unique restriction sites in intergenic regions of the plasmid are shown in blue. A tBlastn alignment was carried out using six protein queries from S. coelicolor -SCO2603 (Integrase), RDF (previously unassigned, located between SCO2605 and SCO2606), SCO2604/SCO2605 (hypothetical proteins within the putative MGE) and SCO2602/SCO2606 (genes flanking the putative MGE). Ten nucleotide subject sequences from different species (as labelled) were chosen to represent the broad diversity of sequence content detected. The E-value cut-off was set to 1x10 -5 and the HSPs to 100. Ribbons are coloured by query protein; integrase (orange), RDF (blue), flanking genes (green), hypothetical genes within the putative MGE (Yellow). The histograms above each genome are coloured to reflect relative homology to the ϕJoe sequence based on Blast score (Red>Orange>Green>Blue).
: Maps of the substrate and product plasmids for in vivo (A & B) and in vitro (C) recombination reactions. In vivo recombination of attB and attP (A) or attL and attR (B) by the ϕJoe integrase excises the intervening lacZα gene to produce a replicating plasmid (Product A) and a non-replicating lacZα circular DNA (Product B), the latter of which is subsequently lost. C. In vitro recombination of attB and attP containing plasmids produces a co-integrant plasmid (pCMF98). The reaction can be reversed to reform the substrates in the presence of the RDF. The substrate and product plasmids can be distinguished and quantified on an agarose gel after XhoI cleavage at the indicated sites. The amino acid position is listed on the X-axis and the probability score on the Y-axis. Predictions were made using window sizes of 21 or 28 amino acids. B. Swiss model prediction of the ϕJoe Int C-terminal domain structure using A118 Int as a template (PDB: 4kis) (5). The putative coiled coil domain is highlighted in orange and corresponds to residues A395-T453. The Global Model Quality Estimation for the model is 0.29 and the sequence identity is 16.55%. C. JPred4 secondary structure prediction for ϕJoe Int C-terminal domain (6) . Coils are shown as red tubes and sheets as green arrows, the amino acid positions are indicated above the plots and confidence values below (scale 0-9). 
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